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Organisations can double email management effectiveness from just £99 per month
07/08/03, UK: Extend Technologies, developer of the BEAP range of service management tools has today
launched a rental scheme for its MAILsweeper remote management adapter. The new offer allows
organisations to enjoy the benefits of BEAP’s web-enabled, multi-user management interface for
MAILsweeper without any upfront software costs.
Extend Technologies managing director, Chris Heslop, commented: “In the current economic climate, IT
departments are being driven to find new levels of efficiencies – but many cannot get sign-off for the
software purchases intended for that very purpose. By offering organisations the option to rent the
BEAP MAILsweeper adapter, we’ve removed any upfront cost pain and brought the quarterly rental figure
down to a point where it pays for itself immediately.”
The BEAP for MAILsweeper adapter allows mail administrators to devolve the management of message areas to
multiple IT resources, anywhere in the organisation. Authorised users simply access the quarantined
emails through a standard web browser – which, unlike the MMC, supports multiple concurrent users.
The BEAP MAILsweeper adapter has already won great respect from existing users. In a recent survey, all
the BEAP administrators questioned cited the fact that they had shared the management of message areas as
a key benefit of BEAP.
According to the survey results, 80 per cent of users said that BEAP has saved them money in email
managements, with 60 per cent reporting that they can release quarantined messages more than twice as
fast through BEAP compared to MAILsweeper’s MMC. All BEAP administrators stated that they now have
more time to spend on non-MAILSweeper duties and that they would happily recommend BEAP to other
MAILsweeper users.
The cost of renting BEAP for MAILsweeper starts at just £99 per month (invoiced quarterly) and the
scheme is open to customers worldwide. For more information, and an online quote, visit
www.beapbeap.com/ads/rental.asp.
~ Ends ~
About BEAP
BEAP is a single platform for the management of critical business engines, where a number of applications
make up a business process chain. The BEAP Server and Adapters consolidate information from all monitored
applications and processes, and provide the right tools to effect changes at the relevant stage. BEAP's
web interface provides the ability to manage business-critical processes from anywhere in the world, via
secure HTTP and HTTPS protocols.
About Extend Technologies
Extend Technologies creates new markets out of unique ideas and builds success with high quality,
entrepreneurial and committed business people. Their purpose is to recruit and equip teams with ready for
customer solutions, go to market strategies, proven in-house business processes and help establish
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critical company drivers such as vision, values, purpose, strategy and leadership.
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